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PERCEPTUALLY GROUNDED FAITHFULNESS IN HARMONIC SERIALISM
John J. McCarthy
University of Massachusetts Amherst
1 Statement of the problem
Steriade 2001/2008 argues that faithfulness constraints in Optimality Theory
are perceptually grounded: the faithfulness of a phonological mapping is directly
proportional to the perceptual similarity between the input and output of that
mapping. For example, when a phonological process like place assimilation,
voice assimilation, or deletion affects a medial consonant cluster /VC1C2V/, it
usually targets C1 rather than C2.1 The idea is that changing C1 is less obtrusive
perceptually than changing C2, because C2’s prevocalic position gives it stronger
perceptual cues than C1. Formally, this difference in strength of perceptual cues
is reflected in the ranking of faithfulness constraints: processes affecting C1
violate lower-ranking faithfulness constraints than processes affecting C2.
A mapping has an input and an output, and faithfulness constraints require
an input and an output to compare. In the standard parallel version of
Optimality Theory, referred to here as P-OT, the input to every mapping is the
underlying representation and the output is the surface representation (Prince
and Smolensky 1993/2004).
When this property of P-OT is combined with perceptually grounded
faithfulness, a problem arises (Blumenfeld 2006, Flemming 2006, 2008a, b,
Gallagher 2006, Jun 2002, McCarthy 2008a, Wilson 2001): underlying
representations lack information that is important for perception. For example,
the release of a stop consonant contains important perceptual cues for its place
of articulation. In most if not all languages, the distribution of release is
determined by the grammar, not the lexicon: stops are released prevocalically,
but they may be unreleased (depending on the language) preconsonantally. If
important perceptual cues like release are not already determined in underlying
representation, how can faithfulness be perceptually grounded?2
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In Steriade’s original proposal, this problem does not arise because the
connection between perception and faithfulness is indirect. Faithfulness
constraints are sensitive to the contexts in which perceptual cues are found, not
to the perceptual cues themselves. For example, C2’s greater resistance to change
is attributed to universally ranking IDENT(place)/___V, IDENT(voice)/___V, and
MAX/___V above IDENT(place)/___C, IDENT(voice)/___C, and MAX/___C, respectively.
A mechanism called the P-Map links the perceptual cues with the contexts and
ranking of the faithfulness constraints.
This approach has a problem that was first recognized by Wilson 2001. The
problem arises whenever a phonological process changes the conditions
controlling the distribution of the relevant perceptual cues. Syncope is an
example of such a process. When the medial vowel of /VC1VC2V/ deletes, it
changes C1 from prevocalic (strong cues) to preconsonantal (weak cues) position.
The effect that syncope will have on constraints like IDENT(place)/___V depends
on whether they check their contexts at underlying or surface representation. I
will consider each of these options in turn. (See Jesney (to appear) for a similar
analysis of positional faithfulness constraints.)
First, let us suppose that the constraints check their contexts at underlying
representation. This predicts that clusters derived by syncope will behave
differently than otherwise identical clusters that are already present in
underlying representation. The two rankings that will produce regressive
assimilation in underlying clusters are given in (1).
(1) Rankings for regressive assimilation (indirect approach)
a. IDENT(place)/___V >> AGREE(place) >> IDENT(place)/___C
b. LICENSE(place) >> AGREE(place)/___V >> IDENT(place)/___C,
Although both of these rankings will map /amta/ to [anta], neither will
guarantee the mapping /amita/ → [anta] in a language with syncope. Under
(1)a, there is an opaque, counter-feeding interaction of syncope and
assimilation: no assimilation in /amita/ → [amta] because underlying prevocalic
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/m/ is protected by top-ranking IDENT(place)/___V. Under (1)b, there is a
different kind of opacity: regressive and progressive assimilation are equally
good in clusters derived by syncope (/amita/ → [anta] ~ [ampa]) because both
/m/ and /t/ are protected equally by IDENT(place)/___V. In sum, contextchecking at underlying representation predicts that transparent interaction of
syncope and assimilation will not occur.
This prediction is incorrect. Transparent interaction of assimilation and
syncope is common cross-linguistically, as shown by (2). In these examples, the
vowel that syncopates is underlined in the underlying representation, and the
assimilated consonant is underlined in the surface representation.
(2) Assimilation in clusters derived by syncope
a. Afar (Bliese 1981)
/n-eneb-ˈe/

nemˈbe

‘we grew’

/ˈma ugut-inˈna/

ˈmuktinˈna

‘he/she didn’t get up’

b. Carib3 (Gildea 1995, Hoff 1968)
/kɨn-ekaːnumɨ-taŋ/ kɨneːkaːnundaŋ

‘he will run’

/aj-ekaːnumɨ-ko/

‘run!’

ajeːkaːnuŋɡo

c. Keley-i (Hohulin and Kenstowicz 1979)
/h-in-epuŋ/

himpuŋ

‘broke a stick’

/d-in-eɡeh-an/

diŋɡehan

‘was sick’

d. Telugu (Krishnamurti 1957, Wilkinson 1974)
/paːta daːram/

paːddaːram

‘old thread’

/raːti ʤæːɖiː/

raːʤʤæːɖiː

‘stone jar’

e. Sudanese Arabic (Hamid 1984:173-175)
/kutub aħmad/

kudbaħmad

/ʕallamu niʤaːra/ ʕallamu ñʤaːra

‘Ahmad’s books’
‘he taught him carpentry’

There may be cases where productive syncope and assimilation processes
interact opaquely, but the prediction that syncope and assimilation will never
interact transparently is clearly wrong.
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Since context-checking at underlying representation does not work, I will
now

consider

the

other

possibility:

perceptually

grounded

faithfulness

constraints check their contexts at surface representation. This move solves the
problem with (2): the underlying difference between /amta/ and /amita/ is
invisible to the surface-checking faithfulness constraints. It introduces another
problem, however. The perceptually grounded faithfulness ranking MAX/___V
>> MAX/___C accounts for the observation that medial clusters are usually
simplified by deleting the first consonant, not the second: /apta/ → [ata],
*[apa]. The problem is that MAX constraints cannot check their contexts at
surface representation because the consonant they are supposed to protect is
absent from surface representation. MAX constraints have to check their contexts
at underlying representation, and this brings back the syncope problem: /apita/
→ [ata] ~ [apa] because MAX/___V is equally protective of /p/ and /t/, both of
which are prevocalic in underlying representation. Wilson 2001 cites several
languages where clusters derived by syncope are simplified in exactly the same
way as underlying clusters. Besides Tangale, which is exemplified in (3), the
languages are Carib, Erromangan, and Tunica.4
(3) Tangale (Kidda 1985)
/ɗindí ɓasʊ́m/

ɗinɓasʊ́m

‘Basum’s pot’

/kɔldɔ mɛ́ɛ/

kɔlmɛ́ɛ

‘pen for goats’

Syncope presents similar problems for another approach to perceptual
grounding of faithfulness constraints. This approach establishes a direct
connection between perception and faithfulness, but it does so by shifting the
focus of faithfulness constraints from the underlying representation to a derived
representation called the Inferred or Realized Input (RI) (Flemming 2006,
2008a, b, Gallagher 2006, Jun 2002). The RI is a phonetically realized version of
the underlying representation. This means that the RI is the optimal candidate
that violates no faithfulness constraints (Jun 2002) or has no neutralizations
(Flemming 2008b). Because the RI is a derived representation, it can have
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properties that are determined by the grammar and may differ from language to
language. Release of plosives is an example. Preconsonantal plosives are released
in some languages and unreleased in others: Zoque [pʿetʿkʿuy] ‘broom’
(Wonderly 1951:105) vs. Yakut [akʾkʿa] ‘to a horse’ from /at-ka/ (Krueger
1962).5 Faithfulness constraints like IDENT(place)/release look at the RI rather
than the underlying representation, so they see the release feature with its
proper, grammar-determined distribution in the language in question. Thus, in
Jun’s analysis of Yakut,

IDENT(place)/release favors [akʾkʿa] over *[atʾtʿa]

because t is unreleased and k is released in the RI [atʾkʿa].
The RI approach has the same problem as the indirect approach when
syncope interacts with assimilation or deletion. The RI does not show the effects
of neutralizing phonological processes like syncope. The RI of /apita/ will
therefore assign all of the perceptual characteristics of prevocalic consonants to
both [p] and [t]. In the RI of /apta/, on the other hand, [p] will be assigned the
perceptual characteristics of a preconsonantal consonant. The RI approach
therefore predicts different assimilation or deletion behavior in [apta] from
/apita/ and [apta] from /apta/. The discussion of the indirect approach with
underlying context-checking has already shown that this prediction is wrong.
To sum up, perceptually grounded faithfulness constraints do not work as
intended when processes like syncope (or epenthesis or metathesis — see section
3) alter the conditions relevant to perceptual grounding. The source of this
failure, I claim, is not perceptually grounded faithfulness itself but rather the POT framework in which it is usually embedded. The problem is that P-OT
conflates the effects of various phonological processes into a single mapping. I
will return to this point in the conclusion.
2 Proposal
The problem described in the previous section can be eliminated by
introducing an intermediate level of representation that shows the effects of
syncope but is not identical to the surface form. Perceptually grounded
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faithfulness constraints would be faithful to this intermediate level of
representation,

rather

than

the

underlying

representation

or

RI.

This

intermediate level is where IDENT(place)/___V would check its context or
IDENT(place)/release would look for a release specification.
The existence of an intermediate level of representation with the requisite
properties is a consequence of adopting Harmonic Serialism (HS), a derivational
version of OT. In HS, the OT candidate-generating component GEN is limited to
making one change at a time. Since inputs and outputs may differ in many ways,
the output of each pass through HS’s GEN and candidate-evaluating component
EVAL is submitted as the input to another pass through GEN and EVAL, until no
further changes are possible. (For further information about HS and related
developments, see McCarthy 2000, 2002, 2007a, b, c, 2008a, b, Elfner 2009,
Jesney to appear, Kimper 2008, Pater to appear, Pruitt 2008, Wolf 2008, and
Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004:94-95.)
In HS, faithfulness constraints compare candidates with the input to the
current step of the derivation; they do not look back to the original underlying
representation (except at the beginning of the derivation, of course).6 Because
the input to the current evaluation can be the output of previous applications of
the grammar, some of its properties can be determined by the grammar, so they
can differ from the underlying representation. Hence, perceptually grounded
faithfulness constraints in HS can check their contexts at the input yet still have
access to information derived by the grammar.
3 Exemplification: Indirect Approach
I will illustrate this proposal with a fragment of an analysis of voicing
assimilation in Sudanese Arabic (2)e using the P-Map-mediated indirect
approach to perceptual grounding in Steriade 2001/2008. At the first relevant
step of the HS derivation, unstressed high vowels are deleted in a VC___CV
context. To save space, syncope will be attributed to an ad hoc markedness
constraint SYNC; for a serious proposal. SYNC must dominate MAX. Furthermore,
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because syncope can create clusters that disagree in voicing, SYNC has to
dominate AGREE(voice):
(4) Step 1 in Sudanese Arabic7
kutub aħmad SYNC ID(vce)/___V MAX AGR(vce) ID(vce)/___C
a. → kutb aħmad

1

1

b.

L

L

kutub aħmad 1 W

HS’s GEN cannot produce candidates at step 1 that are more than one change
away from the underlying representation. That is why [kudb aħmad] is not a
candidate in (4), and also why SYNC must dominate AGREE(voice).
Voicing assimilation occurs at step 2 because AGREE(voice) dominates
IDENT(voice)/___C. Furthermore, because IDENT(voice)/___V universally dominates
IDENT(voice)/___C — because the perceptual cues for voicing are more prominent
prevocalically — assimilation is regressive:
(5) Step 2 in Sudanese Arabic
kutb aħmad SYNC ID(vce)/___V MAX AGR(vce) ID(vce)/___C
a. → kudb aħmad
b.

kutb aħmad

c.

kutp aħmad

1
1W
1W

L
L

Tableau (5) shows how HS solves the problem identified in section 1. In HS,
faithfulness constraints always consult the most recent input, not the underlying
representation. Since syncope occurred at step 1, the input to (5) has
preconsonantal [t] and prevocalic [b]. The perceptually grounded faithfulness
constraints IDENT(voice)/___V and IDENT(voice)/___C check their contexts on this
input, and so [t] assimilates to [b] rather than the other way around.
The same kind of analysis can be applied to cases where the relevant
faithfulness constraints are MAX/___V and MAX/___C. It can also be applied to
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cases where, instead of syncope, metathesis or epenthesis changes whether a
consonant is prevocalic or preconsonantal: Afar /ɡeɖ-n-a/ → [ɡenɖa] → [ɡeɳɖa]
‘we go’ (Bliese 1981:236, 240); Mekkan Arabic /katab-t-lu/ → [katabtalu] →
[kataptalu] (Mahasen Abu-Mansour, pers. comm.).
4 Exemplification: Direct Approach
HS also solves the syncope problem in the direct approach to perceptually
grounded faithfulness, while eliminating the need for the RI. To show this, I first
sketch an analysis of a non-syncope case and then show how it extends to
syncope. The non-syncope case is a revision of Jun’s (2002) analysis of Yakut.
The distribution of release is determined by the interaction of two
constraints. One of them, LICENSE-PLACE, is based on ideas about licensing by cue
(Steriade 1999a, b and others):
(6) LICENSE-PLACE (LIC-PL)
Assign a violation mark for every place feature that is not associated with
a released consonant.
LICENSE-PLACE can be satisfied by making a consonant released. It can also be
satisfied by place assimilation: in a homorganic cluster like [amʾpʿa], the shared
place feature [labial] is licensed by its association with the released [pʿ], and
unreleased [mʾ] goes along for the ride (Goldsmith 1990:335-336, Ito 1989).
One antagonist to LICENSE-PLACE is a constraint requiring preconsonantal
consonants to be unreleased:
(7) UNRELEASE/___C (UNREL/___C) (after Jun 2002)
Assign one violation mark for every consonant in preconsonantal position
that is not marked as unreleased.
In Yakut, the HS derivation proceeds like this, starting with consonants that
are unspecified for release in underlying representation: /atka/ → [atʾka] →
[atʾkʿa] → [akʾkʿa]. This derivation improves satisfaction of (in order)
UNRELEASE/___C, LICENSE-PLACE, and LICENSE-PLACE again. The ranking that yields
this derivation can be seen in tableaux (8)–(10).
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Because HS’s GEN can make only one change at a time, the options at step 1
in (8) include determining the release feature of one stop or assimilating it, but
not both. Under this ranking, the most harmonic option is to mark the first
consonant as unreleased (8)a. Doing nothing (8)b is harmonically bounded by
the winner. Assimilating (8)e,f is harmonically bounded by marking a consonant
as released (8)c, d:
(8) Step 1 in Yakut
atka UNREL/___C ID(place)/rel LIC-PL ID(place)
a. → atʾka

2

b.

atka

1W

2

c.

atkʿa

1W

1L

d.

atʿka

1W

1L

e.

akka

1W

1L

1W

f.

atta

1W

1L

1W

At step 2 in (9), all losing candidates are harmonically bounded by the
winner. Thus, the only viable option at step 2 is the one that is actually taken,
assigning release to k:
(9) Step 2 in Yakut
atʾka UNREL/___C ID(place)/rel LIC-PL ID(place)
a. → atʾkʿa

1

b.

atʾka

2W

c.

akʾka

1

1W

d.

atʾta

1

1W

Step 3 is the point in the derivation where IDENT(place)/release does crucial
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work. Because of it, regressive assimilation in (10)a harmonically bounds
progressive assimilation in (10)c:
(10)

Step 3 in Yakut
atʾkʿa UNREL/___C ID(place)/rel LIC-PL ID(place)
a. → akʾkʿa
b.

atʾkʿa

c.

atʾtʿa

1
1W

L

1W

1

After step 3, the derivation converges. No further harmonic improvement is
possible under this ranking of these constraints. Every place feature is licensed,
and (un)release has the right surface distribution.
This HS analysis of Yakut does not require a special RI level of representation
because the input to step 3 effectively is the RI. HS has intermediate steps by its
very nature. Unlike the RI, which is ad hoc, these intermediate steps have solid
support from phenomena that have nothing to do with the problem at hand, as
the literature cited in section 2 attests.
Another difference from the RI approach is that the HS analysis makes the
right prediction about how assimilation or deletion will interact with syncope. If
SYNC dominates LICENSE-PLACE, syncope will take priority at step 1:
(11)

Step 1 with syncope
atika UNREL/___C ID(place)/rel SYNC LIC-PL MAX ID(place)
a. → atka

2

1

b.

atika

1W

2

L

c.

atikʿa

1W

1L

L

d.

atʿika

1W

1L

L

From this point onward, the derivations of /atika/ and /atka/ are identical, and
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both will surface as [akʾkʿa] under this ranking. The HS analysis therefore
correctly predicts that syncope will interact transparently with assimilation or
deletion.8 The RI cannot do this because, as we saw in section 1, the RI cannot
show the effects of any neutralizing process like syncope.
5 Conclusion
In this squib, I have argued that HS resolves a problem with perceptually
grounded faithfulness. In this conclusion, I suggest why HS is a better framework
for studying perceptual grounding than P-OT.
Perceptual grounding is one part of a research program sometimes known as
functional or phonetically-based phonology. Phonetically-based phonology seeks
to account for phonological patterns and processes in terms of factors like
perceptual distinctiveness or articulatory ease. It is a theory of phonological
naturalness, in the dual sense that it proposes to explain which processes are
natural (=frequently observed) in terms of directly observable properties of
nature (=the inertia of the tongue, the frequency response characteristics of the
basilar membrane, etc.).
P-OT is a relatively uncongenial host for this mode of explanation because
the notion “process” is not reconstructable in P-OT. Neither HS nor P-OT offers
any way of isolating a process from a constraint hierarchy, because the ranking
conditions that can prevent or allow a specific unfaithful mapping are too
complex (McCarthy 2002:67-68, 91-93). It is equally impossible to locate a
specific process in P-OT’s underlying→surface mappings. These mappings
conflate the effects of many processes, such as syncope, assignment of release,
and assimilation.
In HS, however, a process can be identified as a step in a derivation. Because
different processes compete but do not co-occur in a step, the input and output
of an individual step differ by the effect of some process.
This distinction between P-OT and HS is important in phonetically-based
phonology because it is specifically a theory of the naturalness of processes and
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not

the

naturalness

of

underlying→surface

mappings.

This

aspect

of

phonetically-based phonology was recognized long ago, in the context of
discussions about how natural rules are diachronically “telescoped” into
seemingly unnatural ones (Bach and Harms 1972, Wang 1968). If the
naturalness of processes is phonetically-based phonology’s explanandum, then a
theory without anything resembling a process cannot be part of the explanans.
For this reason, HS is a better framework than P-OT for crafting analyses and
exploring ideas about the phonetic bases of phonological phenomena.
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1

The observation about place assimilation targeting C1 is discussed in Hyman

2001, Jun 1995, 2004, McCarthy 2008a, Mohanan 1993, Ohala 1990, and Webb
1982. The observation about voice assimilation is the focus of Lombardi 1999.
The observation about consonant deletion is discussed in McCarthy 2008a,
Steriade 2001/2008, and Wilson 2001.
2

Specifying underlying representations for release will not solve this problem

because the distribution of release is decided by the grammar, not the lexicon.
See McCarthy 2008c:88-95 on richness of the base in OT.
3

Hoff’s (1968:59-60) description of syncope in Carib — that it is applicable

presuffixally to “the vast majority of verbs ending in pɨ, tɨ, kɨ,rɨ, mɨ, ku, and ru”
— might seem to suggest a process that is marginal or unproductive.
Examination of Hoff’s extensive Carib index shows that the list of syllables
affected by syncope is just exactly a list of all verb-root-final syllables with a
high vowel. The qualifier “vast majority” is explained in a footnote: “the few
instances in which reduction does not take place are all bivocalic” (Hoff
1968:59).
4

Optional schwa syncope similarly feeds coda r deletion in my dialect of

English: [ˌvɛɾəɹəˈnejɹijən] ~ [ˌvɛɾəˈnejɹijən] veterinarian; [ˌvʌlnəɹəˈbɪləɾi] ~
[ˌvʌlnəˈbɪləɾi] ‘vulnerability’.
5

The symbols ʾ and ʿ mark unreleased and released consonants respectively.
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If neither mark is present, the consonant is unspecified for release.
6

In McCarthy 2008a, b, I assume that faithfulness constraints in HS refer to

the underlying representation, but I also observe that the same results could be
obtained with faithfulness constraints that refer to the input to the current step.
Subsequent work in HS (such as Becker et al. 2009, Jesney to appear, Kimper to
appear, McCarthy 2010a, b) conforms to the assumption adopted here:
faithfulness constraints refer to the input to the current step.
7

Tableaux are in the comparative format introduced in Prince 2002. The

number of violations is indicated by an integer. In loser rows, a cell may contain
W, L, or neither depending on whether the constraint favors the winner, the
loser, or neither. Because every loser-favoring constraint must be dominated by
some winner-favoring constraint, in a properly ranked tableau every L is
preceded in the same row by a W across a solid line.
8

The factorial typology predicted by the constraints in this section was

checked with OT-Help 2.0 (Becker et al. 2009). Starting from an underlying
representation /atka/ with no release specifications, the possible languages are
[atʾkʿa], [akʾkʿa], and [atʿkʿa]. All languages with syncope produce the same
result for /atika/ as they do for /atka/. Release specifications must not be
permitted in the lexicon, or else the typology expands in unwanted ways. This
conclusion is consistent with other work showing the need to eliminate
universally predictable structure from the lexicon in HS (McCarthy and Pruitt to
appear).
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